April and May Report, 2021
Pemba Sherpa
Talent Show
As a teacher, I believe that one of our primary responsibility is to learn every
child. To find out their pre-existing competencies to guide them to build and
improve their abilities in a more advanced and convenient way. Therefore, I
came up with the idea of a talent show where they get to present whatever they
have existed.
Likewise, the rest of the monthly activities- April month consisted of the talent
show. It was done in a way there we announced every week ahead to come with
any ability they want to present to the class.
On Saturday, we conducted the Talent show according to the name list they had
signed up with. Most of them were both judges and participants. Students
themselves were given to vote for the best ones among themselves.
The talent show includes dancing, singing, Cracking jokes, flexibility show,
acting etc. All the participants presented brilliantly in their way. We figured out
some singers, comedians, dancers etc

.
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Arts Exhibition
We organized an art exhibition on 30th April to show the children's Artwork to
the parents, community and neighbouring teachers.
We invited teachers from three different schools with the intention of them
taking away something from us and implement it in their schools. We prepared
and guided every student in producing various kinds of arts.
Altogether, we were able to present arts of making simple flowers, leaves, wall
hanging bags, pencil cases and cushions from household plastics mud arts,
wooden arts, customs arts, hand bracelets etc. Apart from graphic arts and
design arts, we also presented some theatre arts dancing, singing, reciting
poems, delivering speeches), just to educate the audience with various kinds of
arts.
During the preparation, we collected the arts individually from senior students
to categorized our presentations into different groups i.e. mud arts, decorations
art, wooden arts, R3 arts (recycle, reused and reduce), Solar system, Customs
and pre-primary painting, drawing and colouring arts. Of course, we did give
them an idea of creating any sort of arts they are interested in.
Most importantly, the objectives or the theme of the art exhibition was to make
less consumption of plastic waste and how to R^3 (recycle, reuse and
reduce)them.
All in all, I believed that the Art exhibition went well despite the light rain.
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Pandemic Food Relief Aid (May)
Due to the unfortunate and traumatising second wave of the pandemic. The
entire country is in a miserable situation. Many Nepalese those who work on
hand to mouth earning were again back to the distress and pressure of how to
fill their bellies. Similarly, with having a similar situation here. Schools were
closed and everyone had to stayed home.
Actually, witnessing some depressing households situation. I came up with the
mind makeup of fundraising for the pandemic food relief in Hile, Nigale
community. Although, I wasn't guaranteed to get the fund or relief aid. In my
one mind, it says it is not possible but another mind says that it doesn't matterjust try does not cost any penny.
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Therefore, with having faith and being optimistic in trying a new challenge, I
moved forward. Spontaneously, started seeing some of my friends providing
pandemic food relief aid in Kathmandu.
Without a doubt, I contacted to one of my teacher whose team were involved in
sponsoring the pandemic food relief aid in Kathmandu.
It came up with small amount only to the Hile Nigale Sherpa society. It
included 5kg of rice,1 litre, of cooking oil, 1packed of salt, 2kg of lentils for
every individual family. It was worth indeed.
Simultaneously, I contacted one of my Tibetan friend, he offered a help with
12kg of rice, 4kg lentils,1litre Oil, 5kg Wheat flour and 1packed of mix species.
Through those donations or pandemic relief aid, 85 households were able to
feed from small communities nearby Hile Nigale.

After serving Hile, Nigale community, I started to look and ask for support to
my Chinese friend, to provide Pandemic food relief to neighbouring
communities. Without a doubt , she donated Pandemic food relief to two
different neighbouring communities, (Yarsa &Khundruke)having a population
of 85 and 140 people.
Altogether, I was able to feed 310 people with the help of my compassionated
Chinese friend and teacher.
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